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QUESTION NO: 1

You are working on a network design that will use EX Series devices as Layer 2 access switches in a campus environment. 
You must include Junos Space in your design. You want to take advantage of security features supported on the devices.

Which two security features would satisfy this requirement? (Choose two.)

A. SDSN

B. Stateful Firewall

C. Access Control

D. ALG

ANSWER: A C 

QUESTION NO: 2

What are two reasons for using cSRX over vSRX? (Choose two.)

A. cSRX loads faster

B. cSRX uses less memory

C. cSRX supports the BGP protocol

D. cSRX supports IPsec

ANSWER: A B 

QUESTION NO: 3

You are asked to deploy a security solution in your data center that ensures all traffic flows through the SRX Series devices.

Which firewall deployment method meets this requirement?

A. one-arm

B. two-arm

C. transparent
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D. inline

ANSWER: D 

QUESTION NO: 4

You have a site that has two Internet connections but no switch on the outside of the firewall. You want to use ISP-A over 
ISP-B during normal operations.

Which type of chassis cluster design would you propose to satisfy this requirement?

A. Propose active/active cluster deployment with separate redundancy groups

B. Propose active/passive cluster deployment with separate redundancy groups

C. Propose active/active cluster deployment without separate redundancy groups

D. Propose active/passive cluster deployment without separate redundancy groups

ANSWER: D 

QUESTION NO: 5

You are using SRX Series devices to secure your network and you require sandboxing for malicious file detonation. 
However, per company policy, you cannot send potentially malicious files outside your network for sandboxing.

Which feature should you use in this situation?

A. Sky ATP

B. UTM antivirus

C. IPS

D. JATP

ANSWER: D 

Explanation:

Juniper Advanced Threat Prevention Appliance

QUESTION NO: 6
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You are designing an Internet security gateway (ISG) for your company and are considering a centralized

versus a distributed model for ISGs.

Which two statements are correct in this scenario? (Choose two.)

A. Distributed ISGs typically have less latency compared to centralized ISGs

B. Distributed ISGs reduce bandwidth for end users

C. Distributed ISGs typically require extra bandwidth for management

D. Distributed ISGs are harder to manage compared to centralized ISGs

ANSWER: A C 

QUESTION NO: 7

You are designing a data center security solution for a customer. The customer asks that you provide a DDoS solution. 
Several IPsec tunnels will be terminated at the data center gateway.

Which type of security is your customer asking you to implement?

A. segmentation

B. intra-data center policy enforcement

C. perimeter protection

D. compliance

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 8

You are designing a data center security architecture. The design requires automated scaling of security services according 
to real-time traffic flows.

Which two design components will accomplish this task? (Choose two.)

A. telemetry with an SDN controller

B. JFlow traffic monitoring with event scripts

C. VNF security devices deployed on x86 servers
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D. VRF segmentation on high-capacity physical security appliances

ANSWER: A B 

QUESTION NO: 9

You are asked to include anti-malware features into an existing network design. Traffic from the infected machines must be 
moved to a quarantined VLAN.

Which product will provide this segregation?

A. screens

B. Sky ATP

C. unified threat management

D. Software Defined Secure Network

ANSWER: D 

QUESTION NO: 10

You are designing a network management solution that provides automation for Junos devices. Your customer wants to 
know which solutions would require additional software to be deployed to existing Junos devices.

Which two solutions satisfy this scenario? (Choose two.)

A. SaltStack

B. Ansible

C. Puppet

D. Chef

ANSWER: A D 
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